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REPORT ON AN ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

in the
METCALFE LAKE AREA 

Thunder Bay Mining Division

by 

Walter Yzerdraat

M'NING LANDS SECTION

GENERAL

THE FOURTEEN CLAIMS on which this VLF-EM survey was run are 

part of a 38-claim block currently held by CALLISTO Minerals 

Incorporated of Brockville, Ontario. The preceding report 

EM7-ML describes recent work on the most southwesterly claims 

of this property; the present survey was done simulataneous 

with, and consecutive to, the one conducted on the southwest 

part of the Callisto group, and the field work extended over 

the same time frame.

All other claims of the property were covered by pre 

vious VLF-EM surveys. The fourteen claims here discussed 

have been mapped geologically, and were surveyed radiometric- 
ally (G7-ML and R9-ML, respectively) over the past two years.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

THE FOURTEEN CLAIMS are located in the area bounded by lati 

tudes 500 09' 21" and 50O 10* 15", and by longitudes 87O 38' 29' 

and 87O 40' 10", respectively.

Geologically, they are near the southern edge of the 

east half of the Wabigoon Greenstone Belt in the Superior 

Province of the Canadian Shield. All rocks are precambrian, 

and 99 per cent of them are of Archaean ages. The exceptions
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are the youngest diabase dikes, which are estimated to be of 

Neohelikian age.

Administratively, the property is located in the Met 

calfe Lake Area (with the exception of one claim, not relevant 

for this report) of the Thunder Bay Mining Division, Nipigon 

Region. The number of the MND&M Mining Map is G-84, and the 

applicable NTS map sheet is 42L/4.

Two lakes are partly on the 14-claim block here dis 

cussed, but the smaller of these, McDonough Lake, is not re 

commended for air traffic. There are no problems on Metcalfe 

Lake, which can be used by aircraft of all types used for bush 

flying, as long as daylight and weather permit.

Logging companies have recently built an access and haul 

road into the Metcalfe Lake area, and the claims can now be 

reached by turning north onto the Kinghorn Road from King's 

Highway 11 at a point 7 km east of Jellicoe (between Gerald 

ton and Beardmore). From here, the straight-line distance to 

the claims is 58 km, but on the convoluted roads of the King 

horn - Castlewood - Con Lake - Oboshkegan system, the driving 

distance is 82 km. Nevertheless, the roads are usually main 

tained in reasonable condition, so they can be used by any 

type of motor vehicle.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

THE PROPERTY IS situated in a southwest-pointing salient of 

the Wabigoon Belt. It is mainly underlain by low-grade mafic 

and intermediate metavolcanics, bordered by felsic volcanics 

and metasediments with iron formation horizons in the west, 

and probably by the same assemblage in the east (where only 

the rhyolitic rocks are exposed). This lithological picture 

suggests a complete pile of the normal volcanic cycle, with 

interflow sediments interspersed. Mafic dikes cut through 

all rocks on the property; the older generation of these dia 

bases is represented by the major dike which cuts through the 

rocks underlying Metcalfe Lake. Its trend is approximately 30
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degrees east of north, except on the southwesterly part of 

the Callisto group, where it veers into a more NE-SW strike. 

One of the more recent aeromagnetic maps (Amax, 1977) shows 

its expression over a distance of at least ten kilometres in 

the area between Metcalfe Lake and the CNR line near Redmond.

This older dike - presumably belonging to the Mackenzie 

Swarm - is cut and slightly offset, in the southwestern bay 

of Metcalfe Lake near the topographical baseline of the Call 

isto grid, by a 20 to 25 m wide porphyritic diabase which can 

readily be recognized in outcrops on the east side of the 

hauling road (on grid line 64) and sixty metres east of the 

southeast bay of McDonough Lake, but which can be found in 

other, less conspicuous outcrops as well. This younger dike 

strikes at an almost right angle to the older diabase just 

described.

Some minor diabases have been identified on the northern 

claims, where outcrop is abundant; little can be said with cer 

tainty about other features which show up only on the magnetic 

survey plans in the central, northeastern and southwestern 

parts of the claim group, where the bedrock is hidden from 

view by a considerable thickness of glacial drift in the form 

of a major esker ridge and outwash plains. Some of these mag 

netic anomalies are certainly caused by diabase; others may be 

associated with either diabase or magnetite-rich iron formation, 

or with both. Some of the iron formation on the northwestern 
claims is expressed in narrow, extremely strong anomalies, with 
readings between -20,000 and +120,000 gammas; if they had been 

covered by some 20 m of overburden, their magnetic picture would 

have been indistinguishable from that of a mafic dike, and, con 

sidering the electric properties of both, an EM survey would be 

of little help in such cases.

The prevailing structural trend on the property corres 

ponds to the strike of the major old diabase, but there are con 

siderable local variations: trends in the northwest are closer 

to the north-south direction, and those in the east tend to line 

up more closely with the east-west trends observed in areas east 

of Metcalfe Lake.
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Hydrothermal alteration (chloritization, carbonatization, 

quartz veining and sulphide mineralization) can be observed on 

the western and northwestern claims in particular, and the ob 

vious assumption is that these processes are related to the 

emplacement and the cooling history of the major felsic pluton 

which is exposed in the terrain just west of the group boundary, 

west of McDonough Lake.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

THE METCALFE LAKE area, and the entire region between Nakina 

and Tashota, bounded roughly by the Ogoki River in the north 

and by the Onaman River in the south, started attracting 

prospectors in great numbers after King-Dodds 1 discovery of 

a small, rich deposit of visible gold on the Kawashkagama 

River near Kowkash. Many small workings and a few modest 

mines resulted from this activity, and a number of metals 

were extracted from these (P.E. Hopkins 1916-1917, T.L. Gled 

hill 1925, L.F. Kindle 1931, all published in OBM/ODM Annual 

Reports). The only metal of notable economic importance, 

though, was gold, and the discovery of the sizeable sulphide 

deposits which make for a profitable base-metal mine remains 

unlikely.

Gold mineralization on the Callisto claims has been 

proven by assays whose results range from traces to 25 ppm 

(or 25 grams per tonne).

THE SURVEY

General remarks. The grid on the Metcalfe - McDonough claims 

has been oriented according to the observed and inferred 

structural trends in the Metcalfe Lake area; its baseline 

trends 54 degrees east of north. In VLF-electromagnetic work, 

the Northamerican explorationist nominally has the choice 

between three powerful naval transmitters, but in most of sou 

thern Canada (including most of northwestern Ontario), two of
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these line up at opposite ends of the same great circle, a fact 

which makes them equally suitable (or unsuitable) for any given 

project. The choice, therefore, is then reduced to NLK and NAA 

in the west and in the east, respectively, and NSS in the south- 

east.

The most desirable azimuth of a chosen transmitter is that 

which coincides, as closely as possible, with the structural 

trend which, in most cases, will also be the prevailing trend of 

the conductive zones to be identified in the survey. In the 

Metcalfe Lake area, we have the problem that NAA as well as NLK 

are so located that their signal comes in at angles between 40 

and 70 degrees to the local structural trends, and that the 

signal from NSS, in Maryland, comes in at a right angle (plus 

or minus 15 or 20 degrees). The only choice - and a poor one 

at that -is thus between NLK and NAA, and it has been found 

that NLK has an advantage of a few degrees.

The author has found that, fortunately, for conductive 

zones at angles between 40 and 60 degrees to the transmitter 

direction, EM identification is clear and unambiguous, and that 

large conductors, extending over several traverse lines, can be 

identified and accurately located even at angles of 70O or a 

little more. It appears that the direction of the primary 

field of the signal is deflected from its expected orientation , 

so as to channel more energy through the conductor, and this 

phenomenon is what makes identification of that conductor pos 

sible as long as the survey lines cross it at a sufficiently 

large angle.

Nevertheless, since the transmitter in Balboa was shut 

down, and as long as no new transmitters are put into service 

in far northern regions, the successful execution of VLF-EM 

surveys would be greatly facilitated by the presence of small 

regional VLF transmitters installed, temporarily or permanent 

ly, for the specific purpose of exploration. Operating auto 

matically, and at low energy outputs of possibly less than 10 

kilowatts, the cost of such transmitters, after the initial 

equipment and installation expenses, would be modest in com 

parison with their value for exploration and for other purposes.
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The grid. The characteristics of the Metcalfe - McDonough 

survey grid have been described in various reports by this 

author; suffice it to say that for the present survey the 

lines numbered L 24 to L 108 have been traversed - the six 

lines L 68 to L 88 over their entire length, and the other 

sixteen as far as necessary to provide the required cover 

age - and that on most lines the station density has been in 

creased from one measurement per 25 metres to one stop per 

12.5 metres, so as to facilitate the separation of shallow 

conductors from deeper and, presumably, more important ones.

Results, discussion, recommendations. The tilt angles, or 

inclinations, measured in this survey, are not as spectacular 

as some of those recorded on the six southwestern claims dis 

cussed in report EM7-ML; nevertheless, angles of close to 45O 

(that is, almost 100 units on the instrument scale of the 

SCINTREX EM16(R)) have been recorded, and many of the anoma 

lies indicate the presence of long, wide and moderately deep 

conductors with negative quadrature. The latter term is some 

what inaccurate: a positive quadrature reading is classified 

as 'negative* when the inclination reading is negative, and a 

negative quadrature is labelled 'positive 1 when the inclination 

has the same sign.

As this 'negative' quadrature is typical for electronic 

conductors (which are not necessarily 'metallic', given the 
fact that graphite can give rise to the most impressive 'metallic' 
anomalies), several of the conductors on the claims surveyed do

merit further investigation, as detailed below.

High positive tilt angles (while facing south) were ob 

served on nearly all lines approaching the north and northwest 

shores of Metcalfe Lake. One set of these is indicative of a 

deep-seated NE-SW trending conductor 50 to 100 metres offshore, 

which crosses lines 28 to 40 (and L 24 and L 44 as well, if older 

data are taken into account); its conductivity is largely or 

entirely due to free-moving electrons. It will be difficult to 

test this important conductor other than by core drilling from 

the ice surface, and we are planning to do this no later than 

in March, 1988.
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Another fairly major conductor trends E-W across lines 

44 to 52 in the area 50 m north of the north shore of the West 

Arm of Metcalfe Lake; its electronic character is somewhat ob 

scured by the effect of overburden conductors of the ionic 

type, but it looks important enough to be classified as a secon 

dary drill target.

A second zone of high conductivity strikes at right angle 

to the previous one along the east boundary of TB 817023; as 

its trend is most unfavourable for definition by means of the 

NLK signal, we ran a traverse on NSS (not shown on the plan) 

along the Auxiliary Baseline (ABL for short). The azimuth of 

the NSS signal makes an angle of only 40 degrees with the postu 

lated north-south conductor, and we were able to confirm the 

presence of a fairly broad maximum in the Fraser-filter values, 

extending from a point on the ABL about 20 metres NE of L 48 

to a point 50 m SW of that line, in good agreement with our 

interpretation of the measurements done on the signal of NLK.

It is worth mentioning that the ABL traverse on NSS, run 

from L 44 to L 72, came across five other Fraser maxima:

1. A narrow and strong anomaly, indicating a narrow and 
very steeply dipping conductive zone between 42 m and 
75 m southwest of Line 52.

2. A somewhat broader and more diffuse anomaly indicating 
a minor conductor at moderate depth, dipping SW and 
located between 25 and 65 m SW of L 56.

3. A very similar conductor, but dipping NE, extending 
from 5 m NE of L 60 to 35 m SW of that line.

4. A slightly wider and stronger anomaly around the ABL 
intercept with Line 64, suggesting a significant con 
ductor at moderate depth, with southwesterly dip, 
between 20 m NE and 32 m SW of L 64.

5. A narrow, very strong maximum between 40 m and 5 m NE 
of the L 68 intercept, indicating a narrow, shallow, 
but probably ionic conductor with a steep dip to the 
northeast.

For conductors l and 2, the signs of inclination and 

quadrature are opposed, and the quadrature values are low. For 

conductor 3, which also has 'negative 1 quadrature, the quadra 

ture values are higher, ranging from 6 to 12. Anomaly 4 has the 

same characters as l and 2, but for conductor 5 the quadrature 

is between 13 and 17, and the signs of tilt and quadrature are
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the same. Although the anomaly looks like the expression of 

an 'overburden conductor 1 (the area is quite swampy), there 

may be an electronic conductor at greater depth. It is not a 
primary drill target.

A good, and probably mostly electronic conductor strikes 

in a roughly east-west direction across lines 76, 80 and 84 in 

the south basin of McDonough Lake. The somewhat non-electronic 

aspect of this conductor on lines 76 and 80 may be due to a con 

ductive clay layer, or to some other bottom sediment containing 

electrolytes produced by a chemical reaction between the water 

and the exposed top of a sulphide-rich zone in the bedrock, and 

we consider this conductor a primary drill target.

Moving southeast from here, we encounter a good, deep and 

wide electronic conductor about 100 m north of the ABL, extending 
from line 80 to line 96 (taking older observations into account). 

Another, more or less parallel conductor , narrower and shall 

ower than the former, is indicated by the profiles on lines 84 

and 88 north of the 'Long Swamp 1 depression. Both merit further 

investigation and we consider them as drill targets.

A small, sharply defined conductivity zone across L 72 

at about 100 m south of the ABL cannot be recognized on adja 

cent traverses; it may be entirely due to overburden.

A zone of considerable interest extends from northeast to 

southwest at approximately 100 metres north of the Main Baseline 

across all lines from 68 to 84 (and, according to older data, 

across L 64 and L 88 as well, over a length of perhaps 600 metres. 

Signs of inclination and quadrature are opposed on all lines 

crossing this conductor, and we consider it a priority target 

for at least two 300-foot drill holes.

Finally, a zone of interest was identified on TB 814070 

in the southwest corner of the surveyed area, where the profiles 

on the lines from 88 to 104 (taking older data into account) 

suggest the presence of a 400-metre long, deep, major electronic 

conductor which should be investigated if overburden depth 

permits.

1986 December 23

(Walter Yzerdraat)
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Your File: i32 
Cur File: 2.9650

..l.'.liig ".seerear
i-.'silic-.v of .tertnern Development and Mines
-Cj oa.^es Street South
P.O. Box 5000
Thunder Say, Ontario
P7C 5G6

Dear I'aaam:

RE: Geophysical (Electromagnetic) Survey subnltted
on Mining CIaIns TB 814G69, et al. in the Hetcalfe 

.-.rea

Tlie enclosed statement of assessaent work credits for Geophysical 
c; Survey has been aoprovec as of the aoove data.

fr.fora the reccrsec holder of these mining claims 
and so incicate on your records.

Yours sincaraly,

J. C. Smith. A/Kanager
Mining Lands Section
Mineral Developaent and Lands Branch
Mines and Minerals Division

Whitney Block. Room 6610 
Queen's Pirie 
Toronto, ^n tar i o 
M7A

(416) 965-4888

cc: Catlisto Minerals Incorporated Resident Geologist 
3ox 325 Thunder Say, Ontario 
Crncxvl"!^, Ontario
xcv s-;:
Ualtar Yzerdraat 
General Delivery 
Athens. Ontario 
KOE !BO

End.
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Assessment Work Breakdown

'O Days are based on eight (8) hour Technical or Line-cutting days. Technical days include work performed by 
consultants, draftsmen, etc..

Type of Survey

Technical fi) 
Day* Cradin Oayi Total Cradin

No. of Day* per 
Claim* Claim

| 30 \ X | 7 | - | .2/0 1 * 1 7 1 = 1 *// 1*1 /4 1 - 1/5^,5* 1
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.* *6c ft



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Technical Assessment 
Work Credits

Ontario Oat*

January 15,1987

File

2.9650
Mining Recorder* Report of 
WorkJlo. 232

Recorded Holder

CALLISTO MINERALS INCORPORATED
Township or Ara*

METCALFE LAKE AREA
Type of sureey and number of Mining Claiim

Geophysical 

Electromagnetic. 20

Rsdiofnotnc

Induced polarization. 

Other_________

.days 

.days 

.days 

.days

TB 814069 to 72 inclusive 
817021 to 30 inclusive

.days

Section 77 (19) See "Mining Cairns Assessed" column 

Geological ^^   ^^^ ^^^^ ^-^^ days 

Geochemical __________________days

Man days 

Special provision

Airborne l l 

Ground H

j ; Credits have been reduced because of partial 
coverage of claims.

~ Credits have been reduceo because of corrections 
to work dates and figures of applicant.

Special credits under section 77 (16) far the following mining claims

No credits have been allowed for the following mining claims

not sufficiently covered bv :-.e survey ! ' insufficient technical data iiled

The Mining Recorder may reduce !~e joove credits if necessary m order that the total number of approved .usussment davs recorded on each claim ooes not 
t-xceeo the maximum jllowed as ?o oi\s: Geopnvtical - 80: Gtioloqocal - 40; Geochemical - JO: Section .'"i l O) - iiO.

1(85/12)



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Order of 
the Minister

Ontario
Mining Act

Room 6610. Whitney Bio- - 
Ojjeen's Park 
Toronto. Ontario 
M7A 1W3 
416/965-4888

In the matter of mining claims: TB 814069, et al, 

in the Area of 

Metcalfe Lake as 

listed on Report of Work 

Nos. 231 i 232.

Callisto Minerals IncorporatedOn consideration of an application from the recorded holder. ———.———- 
under Section 77 Subsection 22 of the Mining Act, l hereby order that the time for filing reports and plans in support of 

Geophysical (Electromagnetic * Radiometric) ^^^.^ wrti recorded on August 26._____id36
be extended until and inr.|..rimn December 24, 10 86

Copim:

• Oat*
S

• 'T Signature of Director. Land Managamant Branch

Walter Yzerdraat 
General Delivery 
Athens, Ontario 
KOE 1BO

Mining Recorder 
Thunder Bay, Ontario

1333 IBS/131



Walter Yzerdraat 1986 October l
General Delivery
ATHENS, Ontario
KOE 1BO

Land management Branch 
6th Floor, Whitney Block 
Attention: Messrs Arthur Barr

D. Kinvig

Report of work TB 210
(WY 1986-7)

Dear Sir*

A very unusual thing has happened. Although the samples 
were sent to Cobalt and Ottawa in July, two of the vouchers are still 
outstanding. This is the surprising result of my request to have 
one of the samples tested for platinum metals; 77 Grenville has 
taken an inordinate amount of time (Cobalt could not do -Be work on 
that sample i if I had known, I would not have made He request).
With the next field camp coming up soon, even if I receive He 
vouchers today, I could not complete the work on the report and map. 
After my return late October, all my time will have to be spent on 
the preparation of two large geophysical reports and maps due Nov 51 
thus, the only prudent course would be to apply for a sixty-day 
extension by Order of the Minister. Please consider this letter as 
my request to do so.

Report of work TB 231 * 232 
(WY 1986-8 and 9)

The technical reports and maps for these two geophysical surveys 
are due on October 25* But even if I could be back from the last 
1986 field camp by that date, there would be insufficient time to 
prepare the submissions properly.
As stated above, November is going to be a busy month at the drafting 
table and typewriter, and hence a thirty-day extension might not be 
enough. Again I would like to apply for 60-day extensions on these 
two reporting requirements.
Thank you for giving these matters your attention.

Yours very truly 
For CALLISTO Minerals Incorporatt

RECEIVED
r,:: 0*086

MMMG UMB SBINNI



Walter Yzerdraat
General Delivery 1986 December 23
ATHENS, Ontario
ROE 1BO

Radiometric and EM surveys
Metcalfe Lake Area, Thunder Bay M. D.
Reports of Work: 1231, 232

Attention Messrs Arthur Barr (CALLISTO Minerals Inc.)
Dennis Kinvig

Mining Lands Section
Land Management Branch
Sixth Floor, Whitney Block
Queen's Park, TORONTO
M7A 1W3

Dear Sir,
I enclose maps and reports pertaining to the above 

surveys. An extension until and including December 24 was 
granted for these submissions.
When first reporting the assessment work last August, I neglected 
to check whether Special Provisions might apply to either of 
the surveys. Having had to spend several days on the retracing 
and rechaining of survey lines, and wishing to include that work 
in the assessment credit, I reported both surveys under the 
assumption that I would follow the man-days breakdown system.

When drafting the EM map, I realized that the coverage was 
indeed complete (and more than sufficiently dense) to warrant 
the 20 days routinely given under Special Credits Provisions, 
whereas, if reported under the man-days method, the conversion of 
the actual hours spent would work out at 15.7 days - very close 
to my initial estimate of 15.5 days per claim.

Given this situation, I request that the survey be assessed as 
if it were reported under Special Provisions.

Just now, I find that I am out of Report of Work forms. There 
may be some left in the company office in Brockville, or in 
Verona, but I have no way of checking that out now, and I would 
therefore add my request for ten or twelve forms 1362(85/12).
Thank you for attending to this matter.

For CALLISTO Minerals, 
Yours very truly.

Enclosures: Maps, reports and forms 
in duplicate



Ministry of Natural Resources File.

Ontario
GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 

TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
PACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED Df REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT IIUBT CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Z
Ol
i
Ut
O

ElectronsType of Survey(s) GEOPHYSICAT.

Township or Area Fr?t?fl.lf e Lith? r M.M^p *?  84 .

*ticl

Iiiaorrjorated

Box 825. BROCKVILIf. Ontario

Survey Company 

Author of Report 
Address of Author 

Covering Dates o

Total Miles of Line dit

Walter Yzerdraat

General Delivery, ATHENS Ontario 

October 1985 to Dec 1986

Not applicable

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical 
—Electromagnetic
—Magnetometer
— Rariinmetrir

r^nlngiral

DAYS 

20

AIRBORNE CREDITS do not andy to nbome mmtj

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic
(oner dq* per dam)

1986 12 23 SIGNATURE:

Res.GeoL. .Qualifications. J J/S 4.
Previous Surveys 

Fife No. Type Date Cbim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED

TB"S^faj" 
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TB{•••••••i
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i •••••aa i
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..m.

..TO..

.

..m..

817022

.817.0216.

••K^n I*K Mbm***a m i

..8JU7.Q2A.
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GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS - If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Station. 820 regular arid stations Numhgr Of Readings 1473 pairs_____ 
Station interval_____25 metres_____________Line sparing 100 metres———^—— 
Profile fcafc l mm tor each instr|'n'|**ntal scale unit - see below under Parameters TT-.

**

Contour interval——— 
Most of which at 12.5 m intervals

JUT lines used in survey plan

Accuracy — Scak constant. 
Diurnal correction method.
Base Station check-in interval (hours). 
Base Station location and value ^^^

instrument GEONICS unlit ^croipped f or resistivity, attachment when required 
Coil configuration Onlv reeeivincr eoiltt for orimarv finarohase) and secondarv. 
Coil separation 
Accuracy

NA: No transmit- induced or out-of-phase fields, in handle, at
Lw tsauli"

Method: 
Frequency

**Parameters

Instrument —— 
Scale constant.
Corrections made.

OD Fixed transmitter d Shoot back O In line
Seattle Washington, vest coast USA.

CD Parallel line

(Verify VJ-F.rt.tion)
Primary field tilt in tanqent%, i.e. value of tangent timeslOi 
Secondary field strength in % of primary field strength

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.

K

Instrument _________ 
Method D Time Domain
Parameters — On time. 

— Off time.

l~l Frequency Domain 
_ Frequency _____ 
— Range ———————

— Delay time ___
— Integration time.

Power.
Ekctrode array— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.
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SURVEYS

C N R BY W J MOORE O L S .APRIL IST.I9I6 
PLAN NO M 2-27 AND M -2- 23

BASE LINE df SPEIGHT AND VAN NOSTRAND 
O L S 1925 BOOK NO 2564

•l 
O
d

, .' N L ve sunvtrco BY
PHILLIPS AND BLNNER OLS 
BOOK No 2474

CONTROL TRAVERSE BY H S KIRKUP OLS 1943
PLAN NO P is-ie

HIGHWAY AND ROUTE No 

OTHtR ROADS 

TRAILS 

SURvfYtO l INES
lOWNSHiPb 8ASt LINES tTC
LOTS MiNiNCi CLAIMS PARCELS, EU 

UNSUHVEVED LINES
LOTLlNtS
PAHCbL BOUNDARY
MINING CLAIMS ETC 

RAILWAY AND RIGHT OF WAY 
UTILITY LINES 
NON-PERENNIAL STREAM 
FLOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS 
SUBDIVISION OR COMPOSITE PLAN ' 
RESERVATIONS 
ORIGINAL SHORELINE 
MARSH OR MUSKEG 
MINES 
TRAVERSE MONUMENT

A
j
c

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS 1

TYPEJDF DOCUMENT

PATENT SURFACE H, MINING. RIGHTS. 
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY..... 
MINING RIGHTSONLY......

LEASE SlIRFATf fi, MINING RIGHTS.. .

SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY._...
MINING RIGHTS ONLY...........

LICENPF OF OCCUPATION ...,..........
ORDER IN COUNCIL . . ...........
RESERVATION

CANCEL! rn
SAND (i GRAVF. l .

'l 
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M.NlNtj Hi O H)i IN PAHCflS fAlENftO CHIOH TO MAY 6 
•y'1 vi 'Lfi 'N OHU.INAL PATfNlie B- THE PUBLIC 
LANUS ACT. H S O 1970. CHAP 3*0, 8tC M. SUftfEC 1.
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KEY MAP

SURVEY PLAN
EM8-ML

ELECTROMAGNETIC

METCALFE LAKE AREA M 1*08 
Thunder Bay Mining Division

l S1871B
Claim holder CAUISIO Mineral;; l ne 

T 1625

MAP SYMBOLS

Baselines 

Traverse lines

Claim lines, actual, and 
corner post or witness post

Claim line; assumed or submerged 

Former corner post 

Survey monument 

Primary magnetic base station

Secondary base 

Tertiary base
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Base map Walter Yzerdraat 1085
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